JOIN ISPCAN
International Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse & Neglect

For over 40 Years
In more than 200 Countries
All we need is You!

Member Benefits:

☆ Top-rated, multi-lingual Publications & Reports:
  Child Abuse and Neglect: The International Journal & World Perspectives on Child Abuse

☆ Multi-Disciplinary Resource Guides
  Resource Centers in your region
  Opportunities to co-host events at any budget level

☆ Discounts on World-class International Events

☆ ISPCAN Child Abuse Screening Tools (ICAST)
  Exclusive access to webinars & Educational tools

☆ International Networking
  Online Community
  Professional Development

☆ Leadership & Scholarship eligibility
  Voting rights

Together We CAN protect CHILDREN
www.ISPCAN.org

The world’s premier society for professionals working to prevent child abuse & neglect